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In the aftermath of the most successful crowd-funded documentary in history, Sirius, Dr. Greer and his team are producing "Unacknowledged: An Expose of the Greatest Secret in Human History".

Sirius reached number 1 on Netflix for documentaries and was acclaimed throughout the world. With virtually no marketing or P & A budget, Sirius reached millions of people and has had over $1 million in revenue.

"Unacknowledged" will focus on the historic files of the Disclosure Project and how UFO secrecy has been ruthlessly enforced - and why. The best evidence for Extraterrestrial contact, dating back decades, will be presented with direct top-secret witness testimony, documents and UFO footage.

The behind-the-scenes research and high level meetings convened by Dr. Steven Greer will expose the degree of illegal, covert operations at the core of UFO secrecy. From meetings with Laurance Rockefeller and the Clintons, to briefings with the CIA Director, top Pentagon Generals and Admirals, to the briefing of President Obama via senior advisor John Podesta, current chairman of the Hillary Clinton Campaign - we will take the viewer behind the veil of secrecy and into the corridors of real power where the UFO secrets reside.

The viewer will learn that a silent coup d'etat has occurred dating back to the 1950s and that the Congress, the President and other world leaders have been side-lined by criminal elements within the Military-Industrial-Financial complex.

Super-secret Unacknowledged Special Access Projects (USAPs) dealing with ET technology, zero point free energy, anti-gravity research and the real agenda behind Star Wars (SDI) will be exposed as only we can. With trillions of dollars of illegally obtained funding, these USAPs have become the greatest threat to world peace and the human future ever faced by humanity. They will be exposed. The project names, underground bases, corporations and agencies involved will be named.

With over 100 hours of top-secret military, corporate and intelligence whistleblower testimony, thousands of Top Secret documents and 25 years of behind the scenes meetings with the world's elite, Dr. Greer will take the viewer on a journey both astonishing, disturbing and inspiring.

The evidence for interstellar civilizations will be presented, along with evidence of an illegal cartel hiding from the public and Presidents alike the truth that we are not alone and that we now know how they get here.

An expose of these technological developments -begun just after WWII - will explain the reason behind the secrecy: Oil, the PetroDollar, coal, public utilities, surface roads, jets and all current means of energy generation and transportation will be rendered obsolete once the truth is known. It is time.

Unacknowledged will vividly paint a picture of the profound existential crisis and choice now facing humanity and the Earth: Continue with the status quo and face a near-extinction event, or embrace a new world free of poverty, pollution and an interstellar future. The one path leads to endless war, global climate and environmental catastrophe and upheaval; the other a world of peace, abundance and a sustainable interstellar civilization for thousand of years yet to come.

The Choice is ours to make.

Unacknowledged is planned for release in the Fall of 2016, just before the 2016 US Presidential election- the ultimate October surprise.

For more information see: www.SiriusDisclosure.com; www.YouTube.com/sdisclosure
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